The amazing NEW “Movable Climbing Island”
Portable freestanding climbing frame
Ideal for schools with no wall space for a Foldaway!

This ingenious climbing frame has been developed by Continental’s partners at Schelde Sports and JanssenFritsen of Holland and is unique to Continental in the UK.

The Climbing Island is designed for rooms where no wall or floor fixings are possible or desirable. As it is expected
that the climbing frame will be kept in a store and brought out and put away regularly a huge focus has been placed
on ease of set-up and pack-away. One PE teacher can easily set the frame up fully within 3 minutes, and the easy
to use integral wheels mean this can be done by any teacher - no special skills or particular strength is necessary.

The frame is a three-wing Climbing Island and includes two integral mats for the main wing.
Dimensions:
• Main wing is 216 cm high
• Other wings are 125 cm high
• Stored size – 216cm high x 228cm long x 96cm wide

Made from steel posts, epoxy powder coated, with bars from solid ash. The two wings can be turned almost 360
degrees for added variety. All sections have a width of 65 cm and a height of 30 cm. In the main wing a larger
section is made for children to pass through – for example for use with a slide board.

The apparatus can be placed almost everywhere because no floor plates are required and no wall fixings are
necessary. Thanks to the very wide PVC wheels the climbing island is incredibly easy to move.

The climbing island is designed for children aged 4 to 10.

A wide variety of optional accessories (ladders etc.) for linking and bridging activities are available at additional cost.
The frame includes two fold-up mats for use on either side of the main wing.
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enjoy your Climbing Island!
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Refer to our website at www.continentalsports.co.uk for a huge range of
PE equipment from Continental Sports.

